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The prevailing context

he first half of the 20th century was

dominated by two World Wars, which

harnessed manpower and resources in the

cause of national survival. The intervening period

saw a re-emergence of national self-confidence but,

latterly, had to contend with the impacts of the great

depression. 

A high percentage of the national population worked

on the land with agricultural mechanisation in its

infancy. From the IGER viewpoint, it was this era

which saw the emerging visions of interdependence

between agricultural development, landscape and the

survival of rural communities and the establishment

of the Welsh Plant Breeding Station (WPBS) in

1919. WPBS enshrined the concept of raising

grassland productivity via a combination of

improved management practices and enhanced

performance in the individual components of the

sward. Implicitly, this meant improvement via plant

science.

The pioneers of grassland improvement sought an

understanding of the essential features of those

permanent pastures with good productive

provenance, and many of the first improved grass

‘varieties’ were selections of individuals from such

swards. For example, (Aberystwyth) S23 was based

on a group of individuals selected from

Herefordshire fattening pastures with the identity of

the variety ensured during its practical lifespan by

the maintenance of a ‘mother plant’ population at

Plas Gogerddan. Some selection was practised but

the main preoccupation was the prevention of

varietal “shift” over the course of years.

Other grass species were introduced by collection

and selection, but the early breeding activities at the

WPBS made little use of hybridisation. In reality,

such genetic intervention was unnecessary because

of the generally poor productivity of pastures and the

evident gains to be realised by introducing ‘élite’

selections. Breeding improvement was measured

essentially in terms of herbage fresh weight, dry

matter and tiller numbers. Subsequently, the concept

of stretching the growing season by exploiting

differing flowering times was introduced.

The influence of the Second World War with its

imperative to secure food self-sufficiency (aided by

rationing) led to extensive plough and reseed

operations in both upland (Figure 2.1) and lowland

grassland areas, aiding the adoption of ‘bred’

varieties and fostering the concept of ley farming.

These developments were facilitated by the

prevailing acceleration in technology (stimulated

partly by military needs) and exploited the

increasing mechanisation which compensated for the

loss of manpower due to conscription. This situation

endured as a background for much of the scientific

input to agriculture during the immediate post-war

period. Thereafter, the drive for higher efficiencies

and lower costs led to progressively rapid harnessing

of emerging technologies.
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mildew and rust pathogens constituted the principal

Plant Pathology activities, but some studies on

disease epidemiology and the yield or persistency

consequences of infection were pursued.

Though seemingly harsh, it is probably true to say

that, at the time, much of this work was regarded as

an indulgence, mainly because the prevailing culture

was not attuned to the potential for manipulation

offered by physiological insights. Attitudes were

heavily and justifiably dominated by the large

empirical yield advances achievable by selection

from unimproved populations. It stands as a credit to

the awareness of the pioneering breeders that they

progressively developed an appreciation of evolving

plant physiological knowledge  (carbon metabolism,

mineral nutrition, growth regulators, stress

responses) and its potential for crop improvement.

Grassland agronomy was a foundation activity with

significant work on grazing interactions, fertiliser

regimes and the effects of management on upland
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The “forties” and “fifties”

During the early years of this period, basic science

contributions to forage improvement were confined

to the traditional disciplines of chemistry, cytology

and pathology and were strictly orientated towards

serving plant breeding groups. Thus, chemistry

conducted large numbers of Kjeldahl Nitrogen

determinations and flame photometric P and K

estimates, expanding to provide total soluble

carbohydrate analyses as time progressed.

Cytological studies characterised the chromosomal

makeup of genotype acquisitions and confirmed

ploidy levels in material treated with colchicine or,

in the case of cereals, exposed to gamma irradiation

in the Harwell pile. These efforts gradually

established breeding research capabilities which

would, ultimately, underpin the development of the

successful WPBS range of polyploid ryegrasses and

Lolium/Festuca hybrids.

The assessment of grass, clover and cereal

acquisitions for resistances to the known range of
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Figure 2.1 Ploughing the uplands and re-seeding with the modern Aberystwyth S varieties. The Cahn Hill  Improvement Scheme
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vegetational communities  (Molinia, Nardus,

Festuca). There were also assessments of the

practicalities of introducing improved grass cultivars

and legumes into hill-land management. Testing of

emerging grass varieties in simulated agricultural

practice situations represented a core service but this

stopped short of the use of animal production as a

primary selection criterion. It is tempting to

comment that much of the early upland work and the

outputs of the research at Pant-y-dwr, Syfydrin and

related sites must still constitute an invaluable

information resource with relevance to present

concerns over the sustainable management of upland

areas.

Throughout the 50’s there was a growing realisation

that primary developmental processes in grasses

were under accessible genetic control and that

populations contained significant levels of variation

for physiological characteristics.  At WPBS, Lolium

population structures were progressively defined in

terms of the genetic and environmental control of

leaf development, tillering and inflorescence

initiation. This was paralleled at Hurley by

painstaking studies to determine the individual life

histories of ryegrass tillers under a range of

simulated managements. 

Taken together, these contributions clearly

established that a detailed understanding of the

interactions between genes and environment could

hold the key to the contemporary objective of

breeding grass cultivars for high input/high output

production systems. Subsequently, the genetic

analysis of breeding populations and selection lines

had an increasing role in varietal output. In

parentheses, it is worth mentioning that the genotype

collecting activities associated with the

Developmental Genetics programme, included the

acquisition of lines of Lolium temulentum(Darnel)

whose in-breeding habit and annuality were later to

prove invaluable experimental assets at various

points in the evolving plant science programme.

Legume breeding at this time considered a range of

species (white clover, red clover, lucerne) with

objectives primarily centred on grazing tolerance,

disease resistance and improved reliability of seed

production. Extensive genotype acquisition was a

major activity. Interestingly, however, the

beginnings of the ‘genetic’ approach were

discernible. Examples were (i) the studies on the

frequencies and distribution of genes coding for

enzymes determining the synthesis of cyanogenetic

glucosides and (ii) in association with pathologists,

work on the plant physiological consequences of

infection with specific diseases, such as virus

yellows in white clover and Verticillium wilt in

lucerne. Studies on polyploidy and grafting were

also conducted.

From the ‘white heat of technology’ to the

molecular dawn

Prior to the 1960’s, progress was limited by a lack of

knowledge of the physiology and functional

biochemistry of component plant processes and,

critically, the unavailability of techniques and

instrumentation with the discrimination and

sensitivity to address the important questions. The

early 1970’s saw the progressive emergence of

powerful analytical methodologies, the uptake of

which was encouraged by the prevailing political

climate favouring science funding. It is difficult to

nominate the crucial advances but, in any list, the

advent of radioisotopes, chromatography (paper,

thin-layer, ion-exchange, gas/liquid - Figure 2.2),

electrophoresis, high-speed centrifugation and

electron microscopy would feature highly. Together,

these led to an explosion of knowledge on

fundamental topics exemplified by the path of

carbon in both photosynthesis and respiration,

electron transport processes, the enzymology of
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The discovery of gibberellins (GAs) attracted

particular attention. These growth promoters were

first isolated as a consequence of Japanese studies on

a fungal disease of rice (‘bakanae’ or foolish

seedling) characterised by extreme overgrowth. The

causal compound was isolated by groups at ICI (UK)

and Eli Lilly (USA) who proceeded to commercial

scale fermentations in the belief that GA held the key

to instant chemical manipulation of field crop

performance. This view had a frustrating history

with significant and enduring commercial

applications being found only in viticulture and

brewing. Nevertheless, the intense research activity

firstly generated the discovery that GAs had a

ubiquitous natural occurrence in higher plants and,

secondly, ensured a ready supply of the active

compounds for scientific studies.

The mode of action of the GAs remains, even today,

an unsolved riddle, but there is no doubt that their

study underpinned significant advances in crop

productivity. The genes leading to the ‘green

revolution’ and staple diet self-sufficiency in India

and Indonesia were basically regulatory of either GA

biosynthesis or action, and the use of such traits

progressively infiltrated cereal breeding strategies

for temperate systems. Development of dwarfing

inhibitors of GA synthesis also led to compounds

useable for stature control in cereals and other plants.

These are now largely superseded but remain in use

for house-plant production.

Contemporaneously with GAs, kinetin and abscisic

acid were recognised as significant morphogenetic

compounds. The former was shown to be a potent

promoter of cell division, becoming centrally

important in the incipient discipline of tissue culture,

whilst the latter was progressively implicated in

stomatal control and water relations. Sometime later

the role of ethylene as a ‘ripening’ and

environmental stress hormone was recognised. 
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basic metabolite pathways, sub-cellular structure,

compartmentalisation, growth regulators and

host/pathogen relations. At the whole plant level,

technologies such as infra-red gas analysis allowed

questions to be asked about the relative production

efficiencies of individual grass genotypes and the

plant sciences were placed on a more secure basis by

the emergence of affordable controlled environment

facilities.

The concept of hormonal type regulators in plants

had originated in the inter-war period with the

characterisation of auxins and, specifically,

indoleacetic acid (IAA). Post-war, this catalysed the

production of a range of synthetic compounds, the

phenoxyacetic acids, with powerful ‘auxin-like’

activity and, most importantly, a selective herbicidal

action on dicotyledonous plants over a defined

concentration range. With development, these

compounds represented one of the cornerstones of

the intensive cereal production industry but were of

limited applicability in grassland agriculture. They

were, however, widely applied in amenity grassland

and in horticultural contexts. 
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Figure 2.2 Paper chromatography, which enabled the separation of complex
mixtures of compounds, was a revolutionary tool of early biological chemists.
However, the technique was slow. This separation of fructan oligosaccharides,
which was achieved in less than an hour using modern high pressure liquid
chromatography, would have taken 48-72h in the days of descending paper
chromatography
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Flowering control emerged as a desirable

agricultural objective for grassland systems. It was

appreciated that sward productivity was punctuated

by the so-called ‘midsummer depression’,

attributable to the switchover from leaf to

inflorescence production. The prevailing

understanding of flowering physiology in higher

plants was fragmentary but it was recognised that

genetic variation did exist for the timing of both

floral induction and initiation. A series of recurrent

selections for lateness of heading in perennial

ryegrass succeeded in progressively shifting the

flowering of the experimental population to later

dates.  This culminated in the total loss of the

flowering response and the production of ‘non-

flowering’ (NF) lines (Figure 2.3). The innovative

view was taken that these would be agriculturally

useable if seed production was undertaken at

latitudes with longer daylengths than those

prevailing in the southern U.K.  Unfortunately, it was

found that the loss of flowering response was total

and irreversible because they had unconsciously co-

selected for an increasing vernalisation (winter

chilling) requirement. The fundamental concept,

however, remains valid and modern advances may

yet make it achievable.  A similar protocol applied to

non-vernalisable red clover also led to NF

genotypes, but here the flowering behaviour was

restored by treatment with GA, allowing the original

objective to be realised without the need for

geographically displaced seed production.

Nitrogen fixation in forage legumes received

increasing attention, partly because of perceived

input-sparing potential and partly because of the

increases in animal performance emanating from

well managed grass/legume associations. There was

an appreciation that hill-land areas could be

markedly improved by the introduction of white

clover, but the organic and acidic nature of many

soils frequently militated against successful

establishment and persistence. Spectacular

improvements were achieved by pre-sowing seed

inoculation with Rhizobium - facilitated by pelleting

technologies (Figure 2.4). Longer-term upland

productivity improvements remained elusive due to

the adverse effects of competitive pressures from
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Figure 2.3 Mutants were (and still are) invaluable tools for
biochemical and molecular analyses. A non-flowering mutant
is illustrated on the left.

Figure 2.4 Pelleting of seeds such as clover offers many benefits for the
establishment of new plants

1. Lime to provide 
neutral zone around
seedling

2. Pesticide to protect 
against insects

3. Phosphate to 
promote root growth

4. Rhizobium to ensure
good nitrogen 
fixation
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protein synthesis and transport between

compartments (Figure 2.5). In grasses, particular

attention was paid to processes underlying leaf area

duration with emphasis on senescence. It became

apparent that this process was not a chaotic event

and studies with specific metabolic inhibitors

revealed a tight genetic control. The genetic

information required for the ultimate disassembly of

the leaf structures appeared to be transcribed during

the leaf expansion phase - suggesting a range of

undiscovered masking and translation control

mechanisms. Further impetus was provided by the

isolation, from a field population, of a Festuca

pratensis mutant (Bf993) lacking the ability to

degrade chlorophyll during leaf senescence (Figure

2.6). This, together with an expanding range of

unrelated ‘stay-green’ lines in various Gramineae,

proved invaluable in unravelling the complexities of

leaf structural degradation and nutrient

remobilisation during senescence in agriculturally

important grasses. Novel developments in the IGER

amenity grass breeding programme owe their origins

to these studies.
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native soil microbial populations and the (then) lack

of clover varieties with adequate low temperature

growth performance. Despite these difficulties,

research persisted and yielded important

understandings of the processes of nodule formation

and function.

In other areas, indicative findings were also

emerging. For example, the atypical carbohydrate

reserve strategy of the gramineae, whereby the

majority of polysaccharide storage activity

proceeded via fructans rather than starch, was

recognised to have both adaptive and agricultural

significance. Co-developing understanding of sub-

cellular compartmentalisation suggested that the

synthesis of fructans by soluble enzyme systems

made the process less sensitive to low temperatures

than starch (polyglucan) formation, which occurred

in association with membranes. Fructose and

glucose polymers also had important differences in

fermentative behaviour in the rumen.

As already mentioned, work on tissue culture in

grasses and forage legumes was established in the

early sixties. Progress was slow and difficult,

substantially because there was not, at that time, an

appreciation that grasses were critically different

from amenable subjects, such as Nicotiana or

Petunia, which dominated the research field.

Nevertheless, an important knowledge base on

culture conditions was accumulated. The central

importance of the technique for genetic manipulation

could not be foreseen and the objectives were largely

concerned with long-term germplasm storage and

cytological changes in culture.

Protein synthesis and enzyme activities were

increasingly being understood and the discrete

functions of the three genomes in higher plant cells

were emerging, including aspects of collaborative
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Figure 2.5 It became clear that plant cells contain three
genomes located in the cell nucleus, mitochondria and in
plastids which interact in the synthesis of relevant gene
products required for effective functioning of the cell

Cell nucleus

Mitochondrion

Plastid
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Collateral work at the whole plant/population level

led to selected ryegrass lines with differing leaf area

index, leaf duration and leaf respiration

characteristics for evaluation in the breeding

programmes.

Environmental adaptation and stress tolerance

studies, which are an important aspect of the present

IGER basic plant science programme, were

established during this period. Work on frost

tolerance and low-temperature growth in grasses

revealed implications for the design of future

varieties, especially in a situation where the reality of

climate change was beginning to be appreciated.

Less obviously, high temperature and drought

tolerances were judged to be important, albeit

mainly in collaborations with overseas research

groups in the semi-arid tropics. Research at the two

thermal extremes provided valuable insights into

metabolic functions and growth limiting processes in

cell membranes and cell walls. Once again, these

responses were shown to be determined by gene

expression. For example, low-temperature growth

was a function of cell wall properties, modifiable by

dwarfing alleles, whilst high temperature tolerance

was associated with the expression of heat-shock

genes.  
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Figure 2.7aLoading a protein sample prior to separation of the
components by electrophoresis

Figure 2.7bRunning the gel

Figure 2.7cGenotypes can be distinguished based on isoenzyme
band patterns following electrophoresis

Figure 2.6Stay-green mutants lack the capacity to break down
chlorophyll
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more on what is politic. It will be imperative that

advances in grassland sciences remain sensitive to

both the perceptions of the consumer constituency

and the protection of the hard-won wholesome

image now associated with pasture-based outputs. 

Future challenges

The present research programme has been shaped as

much by prevailing circumstances as it has been by

scientific opportunities. The Rothschild customer-

contractor principle, the MAFF near-market reviews,

the partial privatisation of the plant breeding

programmes, the rationalisation of nitrogen-fixation

research and the restructuring of AFRC animal

production institutes (leading to the formation of

IGER) are obvious examples of organisational

formative influences. It is inevitable that this trend

will continue, although the most potent drivers of

change may be mostly concerned with public

attitudes to diet and environment. Furthermore, BSE

has sensitised consumers to the means of production.

Future plant science objectives must take these

factors into account.

From small beginnings, the plant sciences have

established themselves, across the spectrum of

agricultural activities, as essential enabling

capabilities. Early inputs were tentative and sought

to be explanatory but the steadily increasing

knowledge impetus has propelled their importance to

the point where plant science opportunities set

breeding agendas. Of course, this enthusiasm needs

to be tempered with practical realism and must not

offend public concerns but, in terms of the potential

to contribute solutions, we are still looking towards

the sunrise.

*Professor John L Stoddart was Director of IGER

from 1988 to 1993.
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Amongst spin-off technologies accruing to the

benefit of operational plant breeding, the

electrophoretic separation of isoenzymes could

probably be regarded as the most effective (Figure

2.7). Rapid, minimum-preparation protocols

allowing comparisons of genetic relationships in

large numbers of individuals were developed. These

provided measures of breeding population variability

and could be employed as rapid selection markers

operating at the level of primary gene products.

The impact of molecular biology

It is possible to define 20th Century plant science as

being divided into two periods, pre and post Watson

& Crick. The elucidation of the structure of DNA

was, by any definition, a watershed, prefacing the era

where rapidly developing capabilities in molecular

biology fundamentally changed attitudes and

approaches to plant science. Gene structures,

genome organisation and the mechanics of

transcription/translation provided the essential

knowledge base to enable incisive investigations into

gene action at the developmental, adaptive and

compositional levels. Exploitation of the molecular

approach in herbage species was slower than in other

crop sectors because of the perennial habit and leaf

production strategy of grasses. Furthermore, the

utilisation route through the grazing animal and the

relatively low economic value of the primary plant

product made solutions less facile and the work less

obviously attractive for quick payback industrial

support.

In spite of these constraints, an awareness of

potential molecular targets and critical underpinning

technologies were adapted or developed, and, as

indicated later in this publication, IGER scientists

continue to explore the options provided by

molecular approaches.  However, it is safe to predict

that the adoption of findings into agricultural

practice will depend less on what is practical and
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